
Tenders: PM lays foundation
stones and dedicates
Rs.8,050cr projects

Tenders: NHAI works on
10,000-km OFC infra pan-India

Tenders 

Tenders: Austrian-European
industries invited to participate
in 250+ Indian Ropeway
projects  

Tenders: Lucknow Park expects
Rs.10,000cr investment

Tenders: Govt to set up 5,000
CBG plants by 2024-25 “We encourage the Austrian and

European industries to participate
in enhancement of existing

ropeway standards to ensure
sustainable and safer transport

and to be a part of this
transformational journey as we

take Indian infrastructure to
greater heights,” Minister for Road

Transport and Highways Nitin
Gadkari told delegates at the

'INTERALPIN 2023 Fair', the Leading
International Trade Fair for

Alpine Technologies at
Innsbruck, Austria, on 19 Apr

2023.
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Projects: Sonowal calls for
stakeholders’ focus on tech-
backed port development.

Projects

Tenders: Rs.123.40cr Oil Jetty
approved for Deendayal Port 

“Through 25 glorious years in India, we have gained insight about
unique customer patterns while also studying the changing dynamics
of the industry moving towards a digital age,” says Manabu Yamazaki,

President & CEO, Canon India.
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“India has become a major technology talent hub and our expansion is not
just a geographic move, but a strategic one that aligns with our goal of

building a strong and diverse global team. DISCO is committed to
optimizing and engaging talent from around the world, as well as creating
an environment that values and celebrates our collective differences,” said

Jignasha Amin Grooms, Executive Vice President and Chief Human
Resources Officer at DISCO.

“Agri-tech startups in India have
emerged as a game-changer in

the agriculture sector, offering
innovative solutions to the

emerging challenges in
Agriculture like Climate change,
Improving Productivity etc,” said
Samuel Praveen Kumar, Joint

Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture
and Farmers Welfare.

“The structure of global supply
chains is changing, and India

finds itself as the primary
beneficiary of this shift,” added
Nikhil Bhandarkar, Founder of

Panthera Peak Capital which is
supported Nysha in the seed

funding. 
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with Germany

Projects: Sunsure completes
INOXAP’s solar plant in nine
months

Projects: Electric vehicles are
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Gadkari

Projects: SECI reports 35 BU of
renewable energy volume 

Projects: Industry heavyweights
signed 24 MoUs at Odisha
Conclave 
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“By choosing Bajaj Markets to invest
in US stocks, one can benefit from the
partnership between Bajaj Financial

Securities Limited and Vested Limited
of El Segundo, California. This helps

one gain from investment
opportunities in the world's largest
economy,” Bajaj Markets said on 12

Apr 2023. 
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Projects: I2U2 to focus on food,
energy, water, space, transport,
health, technology

Projects: UDAN 5.0 to bring
target closer to operationalizing
50 airports 

Projects: Sonowal updates on
‘Chennai-Vladivostok Maritime
Corridor’ talks

Projects: Bentley-SIT focus on
digital transformation of infra
sector

Projects: Whitepaper launched
on making India a global agri-
tech leader

Projects: India goes on fast-pace
E-mobility adoption   

Projects: JGU becomes centre for
G20 Studies on member countries  

Projects: India needs to explore
new models for transportation
sector  

Projects: Real Estate sector to
provide huge business
opportunities  

ReNew’s President Corporate Finance, Kailash Vaswani, said,
“Raising corporate funds at an expected rate is consistent

with our long-term plan and will enable us to accelerate our
renewable energy initiatives, reduce our cost of capital, drive
innovation and make a positive impact on the environment.”
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“India is in talks with Russia to
open up Chennai-Vladivostok

Maritime Corridor to further the
special relationship between

the two countries while
unlocking the huge trade

potential in blue economy,”
Sonowal said on 23 Apr 2023 in

Chennai.

Nicolas Fillon, CEO DE SANGOSSE, elaborated, “With over 160 million arable
hectares, India represents a significant market for our group. Both

companies will work together to leverage their research capabilities to
develop new products that support global agricultural trends and Indian

farmers.

Projects: Thailand buys Indian
gems-jewellery, auto, agri and
marine products
 

“We at the UAE India Business Council (UIBC UC) are committed to
rally our members’ support behind this mini-lateral through today's
(19 Apr) MoU signing, with the goal of achieving the grouping’s and
the three member organizations’ shared economic interests,” Faizal

Kottikollan, Chairman of the UAE-India Business Council.
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AI is key to beyond contract
efficiency
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Storable CEO Chuck Gordon said on 27 April, "The great thing about working
at Storable India is you get to build products and features that make a

difference to tens of thousands of storage employees across the United
States and millions of people who rent storage units every day."
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Market: Storable expands in India
to offer innovative solutions to
customers

Markets: GTL-Quantron work on
plans for US-India

Markets: Marriott bullish on
prospects in India, plans more
brand launch

Market: Bajaj taps Singapore
platform for offering insurance
products pan-India

Markets: Singapore-Coimbatore
partners to digitally transform
global supply chain ecosystem

Markets: Fit to Grow strategy is in
motion at Tata Communications

Markets: BT Pierian wants top-
notch talent to protect clients’
value
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global access to India’s UPI
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We at the UAE India Business Council
(UIBC UC) are committed to rally our
members’ support behind this mini-
lateral through today's (19 Apr) MoU
signing, with the goal of achieving

the grouping’s and the three
member organizations’ shared

economic interests,” Faizal
Kottikollan, Chairman of the UAE-

India Business Council.
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Nicolas Fillon, CEO DE SANGOSSE, elaborated, “With over 160
million arable hectares, India represents a significant market
for our group. Both companies will work together to leverage

their research capabilities to develop new products that
support global agricultural trends and Indian farmers.

Investments

Markets: Shipsy onboarding local
talent in Riyadh for Saudi Vision
2030

Markets: Payoneer-Zoho to
provide payment solutions to
SMBs
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Madhav Pai, Interim CEO & Program Executive Director -
Sustainable Cities & Transport, WRI India, elaborated, “Green
hydrogen is poised to play a vital role in the cross-sectoral

decarbonisation of hard-to-abate sectors and is therefore a
crucial element for a sustainable, low-carbon future. 

Manufacturing

Investment: Keller Williams
expands across Asia with regional
office in India

Investments: LGT-AV
partnership work on Digital
Family Office

Investment: Safe Security says
new approach required for
quantifying cyber risks
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“The thrust laid by the
Government on giving a boost
to Indian manufacturing and
exports through robust policy

initiatives, technology
integration for improving

business environment and
introduction of measures for
promoting exports will go a

long way in enhancing India's
market share in global exports,”

elaborated Harish Ahuja,
Chairman, FICCI Foreign Trade

and Trade Facilitation
Committee. 
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Fiinews.com was seen and
read by 1.82 million India-

focused business
executives in 2022. We

appreciate these global
business executives’

support for Fiinews.com,
considering it as an

important source of market
intelligence on India. 

We also look forward to
more support in 2023 when
we will produce more and

more articles related to the
Indian market and

businesses. 
 

Please continue reading
and subscribe free to

Fiinews.com. 
 

Follow us on @fii_news. 
A big Thank You. 
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Saahasi: Dateline Singapore I Official Trailer 
Featuring Singapore-based actors like Veena Puthran Bangera, Rachna Anand, Gurdip Singh, Nidhi Chopra Khanna, Pankaj Kumar, Neil Daswani,
Edmund Chow, Hannah Wong, Jawahar Kanjilal and Tejas Chitaliya, Saahasi: Dateline Singapore is a bold take on the changing ethos of journalism.  

Set in the backdrop of a gang rape victim who is brought to Singapore from India for medical treatment, the film explores the clash of values betwee
old journalism and new journalism, which is more aggressive and TRP-driven, through two characters, Gurdip and Garima.

Subscribe free to get your regular 
 e-newsletter from fiinews.com.
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